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Abstract: Camping is a popular form of accommodation and outdoor recreation, providing liminal
opportunities to escape, revive, and socialize with family, friends, and fellow campers. Surprisingly, online
presence of this sector is very low. In this project we tried to create online presence of the campgrounds
which can help this sector to grow. There will be two basic users of this project Campaign owners and People
who want to campaign. Using proposed website campaign owners can post their campground details on the
website free of cost by just creating one account. People who are planning for campaigning review different
campgrounds before visiting there, after the actual visit different people can put in their comments and
concerns, so that it is a well informed and well-prepared camping trip for other users. Most of the people
plan their trip by looking at a review of particular site they are going to visit hence it will great help for
trekkers and campaigners out there. This website Include Features like Search nearby campgrounds,
Authentication, Authorization, Post Campground, Review Campground, Post Comment on campground. This
features makes website effective for all the users..
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